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1. Introduction 
 
The lexicon of a language is the stock of words on which speakers of that language can 
draw, which makes lexis arguably the most important factor in the study of any 
language. Linguists of every stripe can make a case for their own area of study to be 
viewed as the fundamental level of linguistics – phonologists argue for the primacy of 
sound, syntacticians make the point that structure is crucial to language, and 
semanticists are clear that the purpose of communication is meaning – but if we were 
to ask language users what language is made up of, they would unhesitatingly reply 
words, and would mean by this something like the mass of the lexicon as represented in 
a dictionary This is understandable; when someone asks how large a language is, we 
naturally try to answer by counting words; we index words in the final pages of non-
fiction and search for words when we hunt through digital sources; and we also have 
more reference sources on words than we do for any other linguistic unit. Here, we 
therefore focus on research into lexis with regards to its status as a core concern for the 
digital study of language. 
 
Lexis is important in the digital humanities (DH) not just because of all the work which 
goes into the study of words, but also because lexical items are used to represent much 
in digital humanities research. DH has often been criticised as being dominated by text 
above all other forms of data – see, for example, Champion 2017 for an example 
overview – and this is a fair statement, if perhaps one which conflates history and 
evolution with some sort of designer’s intent. Text has been ‘center stage’ within DH 
for some time (Hockey 2004), and with its ease of access, small file size, and wide 
toolset availability, it is likely to continue to be there for some time to come. if text 
stands at centre stage for DH, then as we discuss below, words are centre stage for text. 
 
However, very little work in DH is interested in words for their own sake – instead, 
lexis is used to measure a huge range of phenomena, including historical attitudes (eg 
Baker & McEnery 2017), cultural significance (Alexander & Struan 2013), legal 
meaning (Solan & Gales 2016 or Mouritsen 2010), an author’s style (Mahlberg 2013), 
the ‘aboutness’ of a text or collection of texts (Bondi & Scott 2010), and how much 



	

	

attention is being paid to something within a text, society, culture, or period (Michel et 
al. 2010). This chapter outlines these uses of lexis in DH, discusses certain critical 
issues and major resources with a particular but not exclusive focus on the intersection 
of lexis with semantics research using digital humanities techniques, and illustrates 
the use of these by a case study of the English semantic field of money. 
 
 

2. Background 

 
Words, Lexemes, Types, and Tokens 
 
Linguists distinguish between words and lexemes: a lexeme is an abstract unit which 
entails the set of possible forms a word can take. A lexeme is referred to using the 
conventional ‘dictionary form’ of a word (e.g. (to) be, child, table, or close), and includes 
all its various inflected forms (be, am, are, is, was, were, being, been; child, children; 
table, tables; close, closer, closest). 
 
As an illustration of the value of the word/lexeme distinction, consider the following 
passage from  the short story Reginald on Besetting Sins: 
 

On a raw Wednesday morning, in a few ill-chosen words, she told the cook that she 
drank. She remembered the scene afterwards as vividly as though it had been painted in 
her mind by Abbey. The cook was a good cook, as cooks go; and as cooks go she went. 

(Saki 2016: 32)  
 
The final sentence, an example of paraprosdokian, contains fifteen words in total. 
However, cook is present four times (twice in the plural as cooks), go three times (the 
third in the past tense as went), and as twice. This means that the fifteen word sentence 
contains only nine lexemes: the, cook, be, go, a, good, as, and, she. 
 
A related distinction found in corpus studies is between tokens and types, using 
terminology from metaphysics. A token is an instance of type in use; in ‘the cat sat on 
the mat’ there are six tokens but five types; the is repeated, and thus constitutes two 
tokens of a single type. The ratio of types to tokens can be used as a measure of 
vocabulary richness (see XREF HERE and Tweedie & Baayen 1998 for more on these 
measures, and their problems). 
 
Finally, one issue which arises at the confluence of the word/lexeme and type/token 
distinctions is that some software and researchers take types to mean orthographic 
types (that is, they count instances of a type as simply any duplicate string of letters of 
that type), and at other times texts are lemmatized (see below) to find lexical types 
(which are therefore lexemes). In the fifteen-token closing sentence of the Saki passage 
above there are nine lexemes (and so nine types in the lexical sense) but eleven types in 
the orthographic sense of strings of letters (the, cook, was, a, good, as, cooks, go, and, 



	

	

she, went). Software or corpus processing tools which are not programmed to recognise 
that, for example, went is a form of go and the noun cooks is a derived form of cook are 
limited to an ability to identify that the letter string cook appears here twice and that 
cooks also appears twice, without acknowledging these as inflected forms of the same 
underlying lexeme. An additional distinction can be made between different parts of 
speech, if the corpus is tagged in that way, meaning that, in these instances, types 
consist of orthographic words within distinct grammatical categories. Such 
categorisation would typically identify cooked as a past tense verb form and cooking as 
present participle (or gerundival) form, without necessarily lemmatising them under 
the cook lexeme. 
 
The analysis of lexis in digital text studies is complicated by items such as phrasal 
verbs (eg slow down, bring up) and expressions comprising multiple words (e.g. upside 
down, top hat, Melton Mowbray). These defy the lay understanding of words as strings 
of letters bookended by white space, and arguably are so closely semantically linked 
that it is inadvisable to treat them as separable – for example although the phrase 
buttoned down does have something to say about the history and connotations of types 
of clothing, it is debatable whether its inclusion in a search for button or buttoned 
would be instructive for a researcher. Additionally, expressions such as these may not 
act as indivisible strings of text; ‘I’ll shoot down whatever argument you make’ and 
‘I’ll shoot your argument down’ contain the same phrasal verb, but in the latter a noun 
phrase is interposed between shoot and down. Problems of this type are acknowledged 
by the increasing use of terms such as ‘lexical item’ to include expressions formed of 
multiple words and other word combinations which have strong arguments for 
coherence (for further discussion see section 3 below, and Moon 2015). 
 
Words as Proxies 
 
When dealing with textual data, digital humanities generally affirms the primacy of the 
word as the unit of analysis, as argued above. It should be said, though, that this is not 
generally because of any special interest in lexicology, but rather because of the 
overwhelming utility of words as proxies for other phenomena. For example, the raw 
frequency of a word within a text provides limited linguistic information, but when the 
frequency of a word is used as a proxy for how interested a text (or writer, or culture) is 
in the concept to which that word refers, the frequency becomes highly relevant to 
researchers. In the majority of digital humanities research outwith lexicology, 
therefore, words are almost always used as some sort of proxy for other information, 
and when an analyst searches or browses a text by word, much of the skill involved in 
their research will be focused on finding good, robust, and reliable proxies.  
 
By way of example, where a researcher may wish to understand the representation of 
the concept of happiness in a text, a search for just the word happiness itself is unlikely 
to return the full results sought; the concept happiness has a variety of expressions 
depending on personal preference and nuances of the condition which the author is 



	

	

trying to convey. The researcher is therefore likely to be more interested in the concept 
as expressed using a number of words with semantic overlap, which may include joy, 
delight, or merriment, so that the word happiness itself is a proxy used to express an 
idea with many lexical representations (although then care has to be taken only to find 
delight where it means happiness, and not count instances, for example, of the sweet 
Turkish delight). Conversely, research in fields such as stylometry and authorship 
analysis (XREF HERE) are less interested in the usage of a particular word such as 
happiness than they are in whether grammatical and functional words of the text, and 
perhaps the accumulation of types of lexis, such as adjectives or adverbs, are indicative 
of the writing style adopted by an author. This type of textual analysis uses the words 
chosen by the author as a proxy for patterns in their use of language below the level of 
deliberate awareness.  
 
Overall, the use of lexis as a proxy is not often explicitly taught, and while very often 
instinctively done well, at times it requires more conscious attention. A researcher 
must ask themselves the fundamental question am I looking for what I need? A failure 
to do so, and to find out if there are other ways of identifying such proxies, can mean 
that an attempt to answer big questions about cultural significance, authorial 
attention, structural opposition, authorship, or other interesting applied-linguistic 
objects of study, runs the risk of being too narrowly focused on an orthographic search 
string which either bears little relation to or omits a sizeable proportion of the 
information which the researcher wishes to obtain.. It is worth paying close attention 
to this issue. 
 
 

3. Critical Issues and Topics 
 
The approach to analysing text in the digital humanities has undergone a revolution in 
methods and technology as both the quantity of data available and the processing 
power accessible to the average researcher have increased rapidly within a couple of 
decades. At the same time, many of the fundamental theoretical issues in lexical 
research have remained the same but are ever open to re-evaluation as the discipline 
develops. We organise this section around three themes which are informed by the 
challenges of lexical theory and recent progress in the digital humanities: firstly, what 
do we count as words, secondly, what are the inherent challenges to studies of lexis, 
and finally, what problems do we face with using any sort of lexical data in English 
language research? 
 
What Do We Count as Words? 
 
It is common to begin writing about lexis by struggling with a definition. People can 
quite easily intuitively grasp what a lexical item is; however on further analysis the 
category proves to be fuzzy with no clear boundaries, which poses a challenge for lucid 
descriptions. Words in the English language tend to represent a unified semantic 



	

	

concept (Taylor 2015: 9-10), are often indivisible, belong to a particular grammatical 
class, move syntactically as a unit, and when spoken aloud have a solitary primary 
stress. We normally also mark such units with spaces on either side in writing, 
excluding punctuation, and so this space-surrounded aspect of words is sometimes 
called the orthographic criterion. The word table – for the sake of example in the sense 
of a flat-topped piece of furniture, although the following is equally true for other 
senses – easily meets these criteria: it is a coherent concept, can’t be interrupted (no 
*ta-wood-ble), is a noun, moves around a sentence as a whole (‘put it on the table’, 
‘which table?’, ‘the table over there’, etc), has primary stress on the first syllable, and 
indeed is written with a space before and after it. (See further Plag 2003: 4ff and 
Durkin 2009: 34ff.) 
 
However, any and all parts of that definition can be challenged. Counterexamples are 
easy to find, especially on the question of written spaces: 

● someone can act up, a unit with spaces inside but acting as a single verb and 
having an idiomatic meaning which relies on both parts, 

● more than one poet laureate are poets laureate, both with internal spaces but 
also with the plural marker -s interrupting the unit, 

● someone can spill the beans meaning reveal previously secret information, but 
that idiom must be moved as a unit, so there is a strangeness about *the beans 
Helen spilled intended in an idiomatic sense, 

● the marshy ghost light will-o’-the-wisp can just as easily be written will o’ the 
wisp, with the lack of spaces a reflection of personal preference or a publisher’s 
house style, but not to be read as somehow transforming the word’s lexical 
status, 

● finally, the title of the musical and movie My Fair Lady is recognisably a 
determiner-adjective-noun structure on one level but has a coherent semantic 
reference only together, and so acts as if the whole phrase were a single noun. If 
one were to put it in the plural – in the context, say, of a DVD storehouse – the 
irregular plural of lady poses a significant challenge, especially in its written 
form; ‘go get twenty My Fair Ladies’ hypercorrects and seems to refer to 
twenty of a different movie, My Fair Ladies, while ‘go get twenty My Fair 
Ladys’ is more correct, as the irregular plural belongs to lady on its own rather 
than the My Fair Lady unit, but looks strange to many people, accustomed as 
they are to the irregular form ladies. Most English-speakers would, in all 
probability, use this expression in speech but avoid writing it down because 
both renderings are troublesome, and so a paraphrase such as ‘go get twenty 
copies of My Fair Lady’ would be less jarring. 

 
Such questions are fascinating to lexicologists but can seem rather abstruse, and are 
generally skimmed over in introductory linguistics courses. They come sharply into 
focus, however, when considering the nature of what we will call the digital word – the 
unit which in the digital humanities is searched for, defined, and used as a proxy for all 
the things we outline above. In almost every case, words are treated digitally as if they 



	

	

are orthographic words: units separated by spaces or punctuation – not only table, but 
also isn’, and t; act and up; My, Fair, and Ladys; will, o’, the, and wisp; and the forward 
upper deck of a ship, fo'c's'le, as a nightmare of individual letters and syllables. 
Researchers can tweak some of these rules (‘do not break words at apostrophes’ is a 
rule which some text processing software can handle), but this is still problematic for a 
collection of texts which vary in house style, with some preferring, say, will-o’-the-wisp 
and others will o’ the wisp. 
 
A solution which is often used is to bind appropriate orthographic words into Multi-
Word Expressions (MWEs), a concept derived from linguistic studies of phraseology 
(Weinreich 1969; see also Wray 2002 for a schematization of these). In computational 
studies, these have been roughly defined as ‘interpretations that cross word boundaries 
(or spaces)’ (Sag et al 2002: 2), and can be thought of as units which ‘override’ the 
orthographic criterion. In semantic analysis, decomposing idioms risks losing sight of 
their original referent concept, and so slightly under a third of the entries in the USAS 
semantic-tagging lexicon are MWEs (Piao et al 2003: 3; for more details of USAS see 
below). Sag et al argue that the number of MWEs in a speaker’s lexicon is likely to be 
even larger than the number of single words, pointing out that a study of WordNet 1.7 
revealed that 41% of its vocabulary consisted of MWEs and that this is likely to fall 
short of the actual number of such expressions which exist in the language (2002: 2).  
In practice, those combinations of orthographic words found in a list of MWEs would 
‘override’ any consideration by the software of these words as separate items. Such 
MWEs often include idioms, such as raining cats and dogs, once in a blue moon, and bite 
the bullet, which all have a unified meaning and do not actively evoke for native 
speakers the embedded concepts of cats, dogs, moons, bullets, and so on (Gibbs 1985); 
it would be problematic to say that dogs (as animals) are frequently discussed in a text 
which habitually talks about rain using that idiom, although true to say that the lexeme 
appears. MWEs can also include names such as New York City or My Fair Lady which 
are similarly unified expressions and pose the same issues as idioms (there is nothing 
necessarily new about New York, nor mine about My Fair Lady; the human being called 
Calvin Klein is referred to in English far less frequently than his eponymous clothing, 
underwear, or fragrances).  
 
It is difficult to see, however, where this category ends. For example,  definitions of 
MWEs can, and sometimes do, include other categories which could theoretically and 
usefully be incorporated. Clichés, for example, such as name, rank, and serial number 
exist as unified phrases which are compositional in structure, which is to say that, 
rather than being idiomatic, their meaning is made up from the meanings of the words 
within. Clichés can therefore be argued to be proto-idioms, in the process of developing 
an idiomatic meaning (‘Without a lawyer, the suspect was only prepared to give me the 
name, rank, and serial number treatment’). Additionally, partial constructions 
(Goldberg 1995, 2003) are meaning-form pairings which have partially-filled ‘slots’ 
such as the Xer the Yer (the more you think about it, the less you understand, the faster 
the better, the bigger they are the harder they fall, etc) and idioms like jog X memory 



	

	

(where X could be a possessive determiner – jog his memory – or a genitive phrase – jog 
Meg’s memory, jog your friend’s memory) and so store single meanings with optional 
changes. Common intertextual quotes (it is a truth universally acknowledged, hope 
springs eternal, a blaze of glory, to boldly go where no-one has gone before) also serve a 
unified function, and could be usefully retrieved and analysed as single chunks (see 
Hüning & Schlücker 2015, Wray 2002, and chapter 7 of Jackendoff 1997, under ‘If It 
Isn’t Lexical, What Is It?’ for further discussion of these and similar phenomena.) All 
of these can have a utility in the digital humanities, and avoid time-consuming manual 
work, but are often placed outside the MWE field. As it is, the reliance on the digital-
orthographic word in corpus research (XREF HERE) often requires a significant 
amount of work reading concordances to identify and remove such fixed phrases and 
elements of (semi-)MWEs from corpus data; a process which is almost impossible to 
automate owing to the difficulty of compiling comprehensive lists of all possible 
examples and the extent to which human annotators would disagree with each other 
over what does and does not fall into these categories. 
 
The Challenges of Lexis 
 
The biggest issue in research on lexis relates to the practice of using word frequency as 
a measure of a word’s importance in a text. This is based on the widely-accepted 
hypothesis that the number of times a word is present in a given text is indicative of the 
importance of the concept to which that word refers, at least within the text under 
investigation. For example, imagine two texts of the same length; in one of these, the 
word custard appears twenty times, whilst in the other it only occurs five times. 
Intuitively, the concept which is represented using the word custard would therefore 
seem to be more important to the text in which it is more prevalent. However, there are 
concerns beyond producing simple counts of word frequency; the distribution of words 
in written language follows a Zipfian curve, so that 80% of any text is composed of 
around 20% of the text’s stock of words (cf. Baayen 2001: 13-17; Moreno-Sánchez et al. 
2016). In this 20%, the upper end of the frequency list mostly comprises what may be 
termed ‘closed class’ or ‘function’ words. These typically include determiners, 
prepositions, conjunctions, and auxiliary verbs, and are widely considered to 
contribute to the structure of a sentence and aid in the conveyance of information 
whilst carrying very little semantic content in their own right (cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 
67-72). The same function words occur in a very similar frequency ranking in any large 
collection of English: almost always the, of, and and in that order, followed by a, in, 
and to in any order, then normally followed by I, is, and that. Below this top fifth, the 
remaining text is composed of lower frequency instances of the remaining 80% of 
words, where ‘open-class’ or ‘content’ words predominate. These are parts of speech 
such as nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs which convey most of the meaning in the 
text, and which are open to supplementation as new words are coined to express novel 
or more nuanced meanings (Quirk et al. 1985: 72). As a result of this distribution, a 
simple count of word frequency in most texts would return very similar results; 
whether analysing Dickens or Dawkins, the highest frequency items will consist of the 



	

	

words given above in slightly varying combinations as a restricted number of function 
words act as the glue which holds together content words whose supply is limited only 
by the creative powers of language users.  These high-ranking function words are of 
interest for study of the general composition of the language and the way in which 
information is structured, but are of little use in making deductions about the focus or 
features of specific texts. 
 
Rather than count the pure frequency of a word’s use, therefore, it is helpful to measure 
whether content-carrying lexical items appear more or less frequently than would be 
expected in, say, a particular genre of text, a type of conversation, or in a large body of 
text aiming to simulate general non-specific language use. To this end, many studies 
which draw evidence from word frequencies employ a ‘reference corpus’ (XREF 
HERE), a large body of text which is intended to provide a standard set of word usage 
frequencies, often for the language as a whole. In order to approach representativeness, 
reference corpora are preferably as large and as balanced across genres as possible. 
Frequently used reference corpora include the British National Corpus (BNC, version 3 
2007 – 100 million words) and the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA 
– 450 million words), which have the advantages of being large, but are accompanied 
by restrictions necessitated by the manner in which they were collected. Both corpora, 
for example, are largely composed respectively of British and North American English 
usage and so are appropriate touchstones for their own varieties of English but not for 
English as a whole. In addition, they are not systematically enlarged with new 
material, some supplements aside, meaning that they drift further and further for 
contemporary English usage. Another problem shared by the effort to collect large 
corpora of current language usage is that much written material, such as novels, 
screenplays, and print journalism are under copyright and thus are not available (or, at 
least, would be prohibitively expensive) for inclusion in large, widely-disseminated 
corpora. None of these concerns invalidate these corpora, and they are excellent for 
particular types of research so long as they are well matched to the investigation’s 
requirements (XREF HERE). Even the advantage of using reference corpora containing 
hundreds of millions of words has been challenged recently, with the suggestion that 
smaller, well-designed corpora are equally useful (Scott 2009)  
 
The challenge, then, in frequency analysis is that data in a Zipfian form is hard to 
compare: at the top of the distribution, where a few words account for the majority of 
the text, the raw frequency numbers are very high and the gap between the first and 
third most frequent words can be many thousands of occurrences; at the other end of 
the distribution, where a long ‘tail’ of words which occur only once (called hapax 
legomena) is found, there is no difference in occurrence number. What this means in 
practice is that, in a corpus of a few million words, an increase of 1,000 occurrences 
will make no difference in the frequency ranking at all for items at the top of the curve 
but will result in an enormous jump in ranking for those at the bottom; in contrast, a 
change of, say, 20 in frequency rank will require many thousands more occurrences at 
the top of the curve but could be achieved by two or three extra occurrences at the base 



	

	

of the curve (for more, see Sorell 2015). Statistical measures must be used to therefore 
account for the nature of the Zipfian layout in order to find words in a text which occur 
proportionally more frequently than they do in the reference corpus. Often, this 
significant deviation from expectations is indicative of the focus, or ‘about-ness’, of 
that text (see Bondi & Scott 2010). 
 
Of great importance to the study of lexis in use is its surrounding context, as is 
demonstrated by the long tradition of manual concordance production for culturally 
important texts such as biblical and patristic writing, classical literature, or the works 
of Shakespeare. Concordances, both in the digital humanities and in physical format, 
generally take a ‘key word in context’ (KWIC) form, in which a short excerpt of the text 
surrounding and centred on the desired word is presented. The vocabulary which 
surrounds a word in use is indicative of the associations held with that word, either by 
language users in general or by the author or authors of the texts under study. 
Collocation statistics – measures of the degree to which one lexical item can be 
expected to appear in the vicinity of another – can offer important insight into the 
connotations which surround words; as John R. Firth once wrote, ‘the complete 
meaning of a word is always contextual, and no study of meaning apart from context 
can be taken seriously’ (1935: 37) – or, in a more famous quotation, ‘you shall know a 
word by the company it keeps’ (1962 [1957]: 11). A related notion is colligation, where 
words are described in terms of their co-occurrence with grammatical patterning (verbs 
of perception, for example, colligate with an object followed by a verb in either the bare 
infinitive or -ing form: we saw them running, I heard the clock strike, they witnessed the 
murder happening). Critical to the development of what are today thought of as 
colligation patterns was the work of John Sinclair, who argued that lexis and grammar 
are not separable features of language, and that a word and the lexical and grammatical 
structures in which it is embedded themselves form a unit of meaning that is more 
abstract than linguistics had previously generally recognised (Sinclair 1991: 81 ff.). 
 
Through an examination of collocation patterns, a picture of the linguistic environment 
of lexical items can be constructed, and the resultant associations can form the 
semantic prosody of the item; this is ‘a form of meaning which is established through 
the proximity of a consistent series of collocates’ (Louw 2000: 57). This prosody can 
show the associations of a term which a language user holds below the level of 
conscious thought, and is, therefore, often argued to express an unconscious attitude or 
evaluation of a speaker, or to demonstrate irony, insincerity, or humour (Louw 1993). 
Where a word has, for example, largely negative connotations, this can be evidenced in 
its frequent collocates; the phrasal verb set in is a frequently used example here (cf 
Louw 1993, Sinclair 1991: 70-79), where the literal meaning is simply ‘develop’, but 
analysis has shown that set in is almost always found with negative collocates, such as 
rot, decay, despair, rigor mortis, prejudice, and so on. The argument then goes that a 
statement of the meaning of set in which does not include an awareness of the semantic 
prosody and its negative focus would result in an insufficient definition. Studies such 
as that of Gabrielatos & Baker (2008) have examined such issues as the representation 



	

	

of refugees and asylum seekers in press coverage, in this instance establishing that 
terms such as ‘refugee’ have collocation patterns in British tabloid and conservative 
broadsheet newspapers which reinforce negative stereotypes of refugees, asylum 
seekers, immigrants, and migrants; for example, these ‘RASIM’ individuals are 
portrayed as arriving in large number (the authors identify collocates including 
flooding, pouring, and streaming), causing economic problems (e.g. benefits, claiming), 
and are treated as lawbreakers (e.g. caught, detained, and smuggled; for all examples 
see Gabrielatos & Baker 2008: 21)  This is evidence of the semantic associations of 
words in specific, press-related, contexts, whereas studies employing more general, 
balanced corpora produce more overarching data about a word’s use. 

 
Data Issues 

 
In lexis-based research, complicating factors are introduced by the nature of the data. 
The issue of polysemy is of prime importance, as it is regularly the case that a 
researcher is really only interested in a single meaning of a polysemous lexical item. 
We are faced frequently with the need to distinguish individual senses, which can be 
complicated further by the distinction between polysemy and homonymy. Polysemy – 
the existence of multiple distinct but semantically-related senses for the same word 
spelling – can be important for the study of word formation through association and 
metaphorical extension, whereas homonymy – the representation of unrelated ideas 
using the same word spelling – confuses this picture (Lyons 1977: 550-552). Often the 
use of appropriate collocates can help (for example, in a historical corpus such as the 
Corpus of Historical American English, examining concordance lines for gay and 
comparing those for the collocate lesbian with those for the collocate happy gives a 
very rough means of distinguishing the newer and older senses). In addition, 
methodologies for automatically distinguishing polysemes and homonyms are 
improving, and are discussed briefly below. 
 
A special category of the issue of polysemy is that of metaphor (see also XREF HERE). 
Metaphorical senses, including very common expressions like TIME IS SPACE (That’s 
all behind us now, Next week and the week following it), HAVING CONTROL IS BEING 
HIGHER UP (I am on top of the situation, He’s at the height of his power, He is under my 
control, He is my social inferior) and so on all add further semi-polysemous senses to 
any lexical search, as recent research has shown that between 8% and 18% of English 
discourse is metaphorical (Steen et al 2010: 765; all the preceding examples are from 
Lakoff & Johnson 1980, and for a more detailed discussion of metaphorical lexis in 
English within the digital humanities, see Alexander & Bramwell 2014). 
 
Parallel to the challenges of words with the same spelling and different meanings are 
the presence of multiple spellings intended to represent the same lexical item. 
Historically, the lack of standardised spellings preceding the Late Modern period is 
particularly problematic, so that in Early Modern English, for example, the word would 
may found with the spellings wolde, woolde, wuld, wud, wald, vvould, and vvold 



	

	

amongst others (Archer et al 2015: 9). Digital methods for associating variant spellings 
such as these are of great importance to the future of historical philology; textual 
analysis software is usually more effective if variant spellings can be combined under 
the same standardised token, especially where frequency of word usage is a primary 
concern. It is worth noting, however, that some researchers have seen value in 
maintaining the distinction between historical spelling variants, not only for study of 
dialectal difference, but for its potential effect on representation of polysemy. Variant 
spelling is not purely a concern for historical research; users of corpora based on 
internet data, for example, require the ability to recognise typographical mistakes and 
unconventional spellings as representing the same word as the standardised spelling. 
Indeed, spelling differences between different varieties of English – such as the well-
known distinctions between U.S. English and British English (e.g. color versus colour), 
or the Oxford and American use of the -ize spelling versus the alternative -ise spelling – 
may require standardisation for effective automatic analysis. Spelling normalisation 
programmes such as VARD (VARiant Detector) developed at Lancaster University’s 
UCREL unit may be used to homogenise the spelling of historical texts. Such systems 
tend to be underpinned by a set of pre-identified rules (e.g. ‘change word-final –ck to –
k, thus physick to physic’) and known word-specific variants (e.g. ‘change wolde to 
would’), although VARD allows the user to ‘train’ the system on a section of data 
before an automated process is deployed (Baron & Rayson 2008). 
 
Distinguishing components of data, such as polysemy or spelling variants, may either 
rely on or add to the layer of metadata (that is, data about the data) which is associated 
with the text in question. General metadata, potentially including such information as 
place of production and author’s name, is of special importance for filtering data to 
meet controlled variables in research. The type of metadata recorded varies between 
text collections depending on the needs or projected needs of their users, although an 
overall scheme for structuring any gathered metadata in text collections is curated by 
the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI, XREF HERE?).  Metadata can, however, be 
problematic, especially where time or budgetary constraints have limited precision: for 
example, Early English Books Online (EEBO) consists of digitised microfilm images of 
printed material produced c.1475-17900 CE, however, largely owing to the nature of 
the source material not all of the texts in EEBO have full data for author and place of 
publication, and sometimes this information has been copied verbatim from the texts so 
that London may appear as Londini or Impressa Londini where a Latin colophon has 
been employed. Also usually present for linguistic research is metadata relevant to 
individual words. This may include the word’s part of speech (POS) and lemmatised 
form (see above, section 2), based on automatic morphological and syntactical 
analysis, with some systems additionally employing spelling normalisation procedures. 
 
  

4. Current Contributions and Research 
 
While there are many challenges for digital humanities scholars in working with lexical 



	

	

data, as outlined above, in this section we overview the major sources of information 
about lexis which help us overcome them. We take here the perspective of degrees of 
‘curation’ of data, and so begin with the major carefully-created sets of data about lexis 
– including dictionaries and thesauri – and then discuss the major tools which can be 
applied to the study of lexis, focusing on semantic tagging software, lemmatizers, and 
spelling normalizers. 
 
Research can begin from any one of these resources. Current digital humanities tools 
and resources allow a question to be asked on the basis of interesting features arising in 
lexicographical data (such as a dictionary or thesaurus) with the researcher then 
proceeding to corpora to test their hypotheses there; conversely, a question may arise 
from analysis of corpus data which then requires information (such as pronunciation, 
etymology, or spelling variation) from lexicographical resources in the process of 
formulating an explanation or hypothesis to explain the data. This distinction is often 
formalised as a tension between corpus-based research (i.e. testing hypotheses on 
corpus data) and corpus-driven research (allowing patterns to emerge from data which 
are then investigated; for further discussion see Tognini-Bonelli 2001: 65-100). 
Neither is to be preferred over the other, and in practice research often cycles through 
these as alternating phases within the same project. 
 
Resources 
 
The current major contributions to and resources for lexical research can be divided 
along lines which relate to the nature of the resource and the degree to which it has 
been curated. Resources which have involved high degrees of editorial intervention 
include the major dictionaries and thesauri, and contain carefully collected and 
maintained data about lexemes themselves; as the degree of structure and curation 
decreases we travel along a cline from information to data, increasing the ‘raw’-ness of 
the lexical data being used. The rawest data which can be used as a resource is an 
unstructured web-as-corpus dataset; from there corpora increase in detail and 
complexity of their structure and metadata until we reach highly-curated and already-
comprehensively-researched lexicographical resources. As digital humanities and 
corpus linguistics research has progressed, digital corpus-based datasets have 
increasingly fed back into the dictionaries and thesauri which constitute the highly 
structured end of this cline, lending a symbiotic aspect to their relationship. 
 
Major lexicographical resources include: 

● The Oxford English Dictionary (OED; www.oed.com). The pre-eminent English 
dictionary created on historical principles. The second edition and its 
supplements were published in 1989 and form the core of the currently 
available online edition. Thorough revision of the dictionary is underway with 
regular updates bringing entries of the online version to a third edition status. 
The OED data includes dates of attestation for its entries with accompanying 
source material quotations, lists of variant spelling forms, and etymological 



	

	

data. The current revision includes piloting frequency data from historical 
corpora, which should give an indication of whether there is evidence of a word 
(but at present not a sense) being rarely or heavily used. 

● Online OED-style (scholarly, multi-volume, organised on similar principles, 
and featuring citation evidence) dictionaries exist for particular varieties or 
periods of the language. These include: 

○ The Dictionary of the Scots Language (DSL; www.dsl.ac.uk). A 
historical dictionary, drawing on the Dictionary of the Older Scots 
Tongue (DOST) and the Scottish National Dictionary (SND) to provide 
an electronic resource of more than eighty thousand entries. 

○ The English Dialect Dictionary (EDD; http://eddonline-
proj.uibk.ac.at/edd/). An online edition of Joseph Wright’s six volume 
1898-1905 dictionary of words found in English dialects over two 
hundred years, based on the publications of the English Dialect Society. 

○ The Dictionary of Old English (DOE; www.doe.utoronto.ca/).This is in 
progress and covers the period 600-1150. Already available is A-H. 

○ The Middle English Dictionary (MED; 
https://quod.lib.umich.edu/m/med/). The sister publication of the 
DOE, covering the period 1100-1500, completed in 2001 and made 
available online from 2007. 

○ A Dictionary of American English on Historical Principles (DAE; not 
available as a database but available as page scans through the Hathi 
Trust webpages). Compiled in the 1930s, DAE covers English in 
America from the earliest settlements to the twentieth century. 

○ The Dictionary of American Regional English (DARE; 
www.daredictionary.com/). Published between 1985 and 2013, DARE 
does not document standard American English but instead records 
dialectal words, and includes dialect maps. 

○ The Australian National Dictionary (AND; 
http://australiannationaldictionary.com.au/; only the first edition is 
online at present), first edition 1988 and second edition 2016. A 
historical dictionary of Australian English, covering Australian words 
not found in general English dictionaries. 

● Many other online dictionaries are available, such as Wordnik 
(http://wordnik.com/), an aggregator of various lexical resources, including 
out-of-print dictionaries and examples gathered from social media and 
elsewhere. Many of the other online dictionaries are of varying quality, 
however, and should be used with care. 

● The Historical Thesaurus of English (HT; www.glasgow.ac.uk/thesaurus) 
organises the lexis of English into a detailed semantic hierarchy beginning with 
three major divisions – The World, The Mind, and Society – each subdivided into 
categories such as Health and Disease, Attention and Judgement, and 
Occupation and Work, themselves divided to a maximum of seven levels. The 
data of the HT is largely drawn from the second edition of the OED and its 



	

	

supplements, with the addition of Old English material gathered for A 
Thesaurus of Old English (http://oldenglishthesaurus.arts.gla.ac.uk/), and 
work is currently underway on a second edition. The semantic categorisation of 
the HT enables historical semantic research which would otherwise have been 
prohibitively time-consuming or, indeed, impossible. 

● WordNet (https://wordnet.princeton.edu/) is a resource which links together 
words of similar meaning into groups known as synsets, whilst also noting some 
limited semantic relationships such as hyponymy (e.g. that a ship is a type of 
vehicle) between the synsets. One of WordNet’s advantages is that it is freely-
downloadable, which has led to its wide use in computational studies, although 
its quality and comprehensiveness is not of the same order as the other 
resources described here. 

 
Alongside lexicographical resources provided by dictionaries and thesauri, large textual 
corpora are of great importance to the study of language in the use. Although many 
corpora are constructed as small highly curated sources for study of very specific data, 
corpus resources are increasing in size at a rapid rate, with next-generation corpora 
often outpacing the previous decade’s resources by an order of magnitude (cf. Sinclair 
1991: 1 and Davies 2015: 12-13). Corpus resources, as detailed in (XREF HERE), are 
essential for giving data on lexis in use. Some major corpora include the British 
National Corpus, the Corpus of Contemporary American English, the Corpus of 
Historical American English, the International Corpus of English, and more (see 
Anderson & Corbett 2017). A key historical corpus is Early English Books Online 
(EEBO), already mentioned above, which gathers a vast amount of material printed in 
English or in English-speaking countries in the Early Modern period (roughly 1475 to 
1700 CE). Around 125,000 sources are represented in EEBO, and are available through 
subscription-based resources as scans of microfilm page images. Hand-typed xml 
transcriptions of c. 40,000 items have been produced by the Text Creation Partnership 
(TCP) consortium, 25,000 of which have been made publicly available with more to 
follow. A semantically-tagged EEBO, alongside the 1.6bn-word semantic Hansard 
corpus (including 200 years of UK Parliamentary debates) was released in 2017.  
 
Tools 
 
An array of tools employ the lexical data compiled and curated in the above resources. 
The practice of digital textual analysis employs these tools to enrich a given text with 
metadata and annotations, enhancing the abilities of researchers to study grammatical, 
semantic, and discoursal patterns in lexical data. The technology for many of these 
applications is still in its infancy but opens exciting new possibilities for research on 
lexis and its use. 

● The UCREL Semantic Analysis System (USAS) is a text-tagging pipeline 
developed at Lancaster University’s University Centre for Computer Corpus 
Research (UCREL). It normalises the spelling of any text with which it is 
provided, using the UCREL VARD (Variant Detector) tool, and then assigns 



	

	

part of speech and lemma tags to words in the text along with a semantic label 
based on classification of words into broad thesaurus-style categories, thus 
enabling analysis of key semantic fields and semantic collocation on top of 
lexical collocation. 

● The SAMUELS tagger builds on the USAS tagger, using the Historical 
Thesaurus of English as its source of semantic classification. The highly fine-
grained nature of the HTE classification system alongside its word-sense dating 
information allows more detailed semantic tagging which takes into account 
the senses available during the period of the text’s production. This is the tool 
used to develop the semantic EEBO and Hansard corpora mentioned above, and 
is described in more detail in Alexander et al 2015. 

● The Mapping Metaphor project is, like SAMUELS, a resource developed from 
Historical Thesaurus data. Through manual comparison of HTE categories, the 
project has mapped the semantic categories which have acted as source and 
target domains for metaphorical borrowing of lexis resulting in new sense 
creation. Examples of its use can be seen in Anderson, Bramwell, and Hough 
2016. 

 
Connecting Resources and Tools 
 
As an in-progress example, work on linking new processes with these tools is the 
‘Linguistic DNA of Modern Thought’ (LDNA) project, a collaborative venture between 
the universities of Sheffield, Glasgow, and Sussex funded by the UK AHRC. The 
purpose of LDNA is to use automatic text processing to reveal groups of words which 
co-occur frequently enough to suggest they form a coherent ‘discursive concept’ 
(Fitzmaurice et al 2017). This differs to some extent from more traditional semantic 
analysis which treats concepts as units of meaning which can be expressed by a single 
word or by a group of synonyms. As a result, where the more traditional approach 
would see car, motor car, and automobile as lexical representations of a concept, the 
approach taken by LDNA might expect to find car, exhaust, driver, pollution, highway 
(and perhaps further items) as a group occurring with enough frequency in text to 
suggest the existence of a concept which embraces all of this lexis. LDNA is using the 
EEBO-TCP corpus (see above), which is not only a large textual resource, but 
represents a period in history in which wide-ranging societal and intellectual 
development might be expected to have an impact on the concepts expressed in writing. 
The EEBO-TCP xml text is processed to normalise historical spelling variation, 
lemmatise words, and tag them with their part of speech. Once this is done, the next 
stage of processing is to calculate co-occurrence statistics between each word and 
those in a roughly paragraph-length window around it. The statistical results are then 
used to group together words which are strongly associated with each other. These are 
akin to collocates in similar corpus linguistic research, although they are acquired from 
larger spans of text and in larger groups than are typically employed by such work, with 
groupings built outwards from a seed node to word pairs, trios, and eventually quads 
using adaptations of the pointwise mutual information (PMI) significance measure 



	

	

developed for the project. The aim is for the word groupings which emerge from 
processing to tell us more about not only the manner in which word association works, 
but also allow us to trace conceptual development in Early Modern printed text. It is 
this representation of societal preoccupations which forms the ‘linguistic DNA of 
modern thought’ of the project’s title. The results of the project are freely available on 
the project’s website (www.linguisticdna.org) and constitute the results of the word 
grouping process, visualised in such a way as to encourage exploration according to the 
individual interests of users. 
 
 

5. Sample Analysis 
In this section, we briefly demonstrate the main ‘directions’ of research techniques in 
this area (from lexis to corpora, from corpora to lexis, or both through the perspective 
of a connected semantic field) by a study of lexis in a category of the Historical 
Thesaurus: the nouns in ‘03.12.15 Money’. This category has been chosen because it is 
highly culturally significant to present day societies, as witnessed in the English-
speaking world by the prevalence of financial matters in print and broadcast 
journalism, and the existence of (at least notionally) finance-focused international 
publications such as the Financial Times, the Wall Street Journal, and the Economist. 
In addition, the category ‘03.12.15 Money’ offers over one hundred near-synonymous 
nouns in a lexicon which demonstrates the prevalence of metaphor, slang, 
onomatopoeia, and euphemism in vocabulary development. Money and its pursuit 
appears, in part, to be an especially productive category because of its ethical 
ambivalence; it can be said to make the world go round or viewed as the root of all evil, 
and has been key to human society since around 1,200 BCE, when we began to move 
from direct barter of goods and services to abstract means of representing value 
through tokens (Ferguson 2008). We attempt to demonstrate here the category’s 
variation in terms of its meaning, evolution, internal structure, metaphorical 
extensions to other types of lexis, and evidence of use.  
 
The importance of money is reflected in English by the large number of words which 
have been used for the concept from Old English to the present day. Category ‘03.12.15 
Money’ in the Historical Thesaurus of English provides a list of the concept’s 
realisations for the language’s millennium-and-a-half history. As a phenomenon arising 
from interaction rather than part of either the physical or mental worlds, the category 
‘Money’ is found in the third major division of the HT, glossed as ‘Society’, and is then 
a daughter of the second-tier category ‘03.05 Trade and Finance’. Without including 
subcategories, there are a total of 108 nouns in the ‘Money’ category, five of which 
originate in Old English - mynet, scat < sceatt, fee < feoh, pence < peningas, and silver < 
seolfor (a chevron separates an OED headword from its Old English ancestor word). 
Three nouns (fee, pence, and silver) are noted as still active in Present-Day English 
(PDE). Each century (with the exception of the 15th, although Middle English dating is 
notoriously challenging) add items to the list, and money itself is coined in c1290. Of 
the 108 items, sixty-five are recorded as still in use, and of these sixty-five, all but 



	

	

thirteen are marked as being slang or colloquial terms. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Section of the Historical Thesaurus category ‘03.12.15 Money’ from the Thesaurus’ 
website (ht.ac.uk). 
 
The high prevalence of slang terms can be at least partially accounted for by the 
unusual status of money as both important to survival and simultaneously an almost 
taboo subject. The tendency to avoid direct reference to it in conversation has 
encouraged a variety of euphemisms to emerge which allow English speakers to talk 
about money in an evasive or jocular manner, distancing themselves from or making 
light of the subject’s negative cultural associations. A number of metaphors imply a 
corruptive or polluting influence, such as muck (a1300-1710), trash (a1592-1809), and 
the filthy (1877 + 1931-present); some note its importance, such as the necessary (1772-
present) and the needful (1774); some are clearly metonymies derived from the material 
used to make coins, such as silver < seolfor (OE-present), brass (1597/8-present), and 
pewter (1829-1888); whilst still others are more opaque, such as gingerbread (a1700-
present, likely from the way gingerbreads biscuit were often gilded historically), mint-
sauce (1828-present, a pun on mint meaning money, usually now only found as the 
term for the process of making coins), soap (1860-present, potentially a reference to 
money’s ability to lubricate otherwise insoluble situations), and sugar (1869-present, 
whose origin is obscure but may conflate the commodity of the formerly lucrative sugar 
trade with the wealth in which it resulted, relying on the overlapping properties of both 
to facilitate pleasure). 
 



	

	

Although this batch of metaphors is selective, it suggests a relationship between the 
domains of MONEY and FOOD, perhaps as both are finite commodities essential to life 
whose acquisition nonetheless requires a significant expenditure of effort. It is possible 
to measure this hypothesis against the data produced by the Mapping Metaphor project, 
which has systematically identified instances of lexical metaphors which connect 
semantic fields in the Historical Thesaurus. Using this project’s website, a search for 
the term money in category headings returns category ‘3L02 Money’, and amongst 
those categories which are linked to ‘Money’ is, indeed, ‘Food and eating’ (1G01). The 
data available here identifies a strong link between the two, with ‘Money’ drawing 
from ‘Food and eating’ as a source domain since the first half of the 16th Century. 
Amongst the sample items for the ‘Money’ and ‘Food’ link are from hand to mouth, 
dough, and uncooked. There are, however, many other categories linked to ‘Money’. 
‘Money’ has, for example, drawn on ‘1J14 Liquid’ for items such as liquidate, melt, and 
unfreeze, ‘2B06 Unimportance’ has taken ‘Money’ as its source for terms such as 
halfpenny, two pennyworth, and at a pin’s fee, and ‘1I04 Weariness’ has a two-way 
connection, including the items spend, exhaust, and overtax.  
 
 



	

	

 
Fig. 2 Metaphor ‘card’ showing links between ‘Money’ and ‘Food and eating’  
 
Returning to lexicographical resources, it is also worth selecting a single term and 
drilling down into the data available. Of the terms which have been present for several 
centuries, cash (1651-present) is perhaps the most readily recognisable. It occurs 
within the Historical Thesaurus category ‘03.12.15 Money’ in the main body of the 
category as a term for money, but also in the subcategory ‘03.12.15|03 ready 
money/cash’. Subcategories are used to house senses which have specific, fine-grained 
meaning relevant to the category. Inclusion in a subcategory does not, however, imply 
lack of importance, and this subcategory sense of cash is in fact the more prevalent 
usage of the term. 
 
Cross-referenced in the OED, there are two entries for cash – ‘cash, n.1’ is the 
appropriate entry for the sense which is near-synonymous with money, although ‘cash, 
n.2’ is also monetary, where the word denotes coins in particular financial systems of 
the East Indies, Southern India, and China. The etymological data provided by the 
OED makes clear that the money sense of cash is the result of metonymic extension; 



	

	

there are two possible sources from which the word may have been borrowed, French 
casse and Italian cassa (ultimately derived from Latin capsa, coffer) both of which 
denote a chest or similar receptacle used for storage of money rather than the money 
itself. The editors indeed remark that ‘the sense “money” also occurs notably early, 
seeing that it is not in the other languages’. The now obsolete ‘money box’ sense of 
cash is the earliest recorded by the OED, with the first illustrative quotation taken from 
an account of Sir Francis Drake’s voyage to the Americas by Thomas Maynarde 
(c1595). The sense of ‘Money; in the form of coin, ready money’ - equating to the HT’s 
subcategory ‘ready money’ sense - is the second of the dictionary’s three main senses 
of cash. There is also a third listing; an adjectival use of the noun in relation to ‘(a) 
commodities purchasable for cash, (b) tradesmen or commercial houses doing business 
for ready money only’. The meaning present in the main HT category ‘03.12.15 Money’ 
is to be found in OED sub-sense 2.d, which constitutes ‘the regular term for “money” 
in Book-keeping’.  
 
If one’s interests lie away from etymology, it is possible to better understand the 
semantics of ‘cash’ through evidence in context from corpora. For example, Early 
English Books Online may be accessed through the CQPweb resource provided by 
Lancaster University (https://cqpweb.lancs.ac.uk), a resource which returns KWIC 
concordance lines with the option to limit searches by text-level metadata such as 
publication date and word-level metadata such as part of speech. In order to find noun 
forms only (as opposed to, say, verb instances such as ‘cash a cheque’), the part of 
speech tag ‘NN1’ - singular noun - can be employed as part of the search term: 
‘cash_NN1’. This returns 1,437 matches across 477 texts and a usage frequency of 
1.20 instances per million words. This identifies ‘cash’ as a much less commonly 
employed term than ‘money_NN1’, at least in the period covered by EEBO 
(approximately 1475 to 1700) which has a frequency of 156.43 instances per million 
words. The breakdown of distribution across time clearly supports the dating 
information provided for the noun cash in the OED and the HT, which date its earliest 
uses to 1596; the CQPweb EEBO returns only nine instances across six texts in the 
period prior to 1600, with a rapid increase to 1349 instances in 606 texts for the 17th 
century. 
 
Using the tools available for analysis via CQPweb, the most frequent collocates of cash 
are found to be ready and running. The tool also returns a log-likelihood (LL) score for 
these collocations, a statistical measure of confidence that the results are not occurring 
by chance alone; ready and running score 768.838 and 645.674 respectively, 
comfortably above the threshold of 16 or so which indicates significant results (Rayson 
et al 2004). The co-occurrence of ready and cash (in fact, 92.7% of these instances 
consist of the phrase ‘ready cash’ with words in that order) is indicative of the use of 
cash to denote money which can be accessed instantly for use, with running (here 100% 
of instances are in the phrase ‘running cash’) acting as a more corporate reinforcement. 
Beyond ready and running, top of the list of cash collocates in EEBO are debtor (LL 
373.475) and creditor (LL 232.772), which reflect the propensity for the word to appear 



	

	

in the context of money lending. CQPweb allows the user to view the instances it has 
retrieved in context by producing concordance lines which show a number of words to 
either side of the search word. Although sifting through these manually can be time-
consuming, it may yield results which suggest avenues for further investigation. 
 
It is also possible to use CQPweb to broaden our scope again from cash to money lexis 
more generally. The CQPweb instance of EEBO-TCP allows semantic searching using 
the USAS semantic tagset, where words which are identified by the system as relating 
to ‘Money generally’ are labelled ‘I1’, with subdivisions for ‘Money: affluence’ (I1.1), 
‘Money: Debts’ (I1.2), and ‘Money: Price’ (I1.3). The same is also possible using a 
more fine-grained system with texts tagged by the Historical Thesaurus Semantic 
Tagger (HTST) developed by the SAMUELS project.. The HTST owes much of its 
architecture to the USAS tagger but employs the much more detailed and rigorous 
architecture of the Historical Thesaurus of English, as well as its sense-dating 
information. The two centuries of the Hansard Corpus can currently be searched for 
SAMUELS semantic tags on the Brigham Young corpus website (www.hansard-
corpus.org/). The interface has a built-in option to search for semantic categories, and 
offers the user both a list of broad semantic categories to choose from, and the ability 
to search a larger set of category titles for more specific information. In this structure, 
the category ‘Money’ is given the identifying tag-code ‘BJ : 01 : m’, which is part of the 
Historical Thesaurus hierarchy structure. This code can, in turn, be used as a search 
term which will return results for all of the tokens in the corpus which the SAMUELS 
system has tagged as belonging in this category. Figure 3 displays the results of such a 
search, giving the lexeme returned in column 3 (such as money, treasury, and sum) 
ranked by the frequency of their occurrence in column 4. Remaining columns are 
headed by the decade to which texts are dated, and give figures for each lexeme’s 
occurrence in the appropriate time period.  
 

 
Fig. 3 Top search results for semantic category ‘BJ : 01 : m - Money’ in the semantically-tagged 
Hansard Corpus. 
 
The ability to search for semantic tags rather than individual words is one of the 
important ways in which current digital humanities methods are beginning to allow 
more meaningful searching, allowing searches for meaning rather than the more time-



	

	

consuming use of keyword search terms (cf. section 2 above). A search for tag ‘BJ : 01 : 
m’ in the Hansard corpus, therefore, returns results for all of the lexical items related 
to ‘money’ rapidly and efficiently - a result which previously would have required the 
creation of a list of search terms followed by filtering of the results to remove irrelevant 
meanings of polysemous terms. Whilst this technology is by no means perfect as yet – 
the current accuracy of the HTST is 79.85% when averaged over test files of different 
text types and composition dates (Piao et al 2017: 126-7) – it is taking dramatic steps 
forward and is likely to be a major component of future data retrieval, with some tools 
allowing users the option to manually correct inaccurate tagging in the interim. 
 
It is, therefore, remarkably quick and easy to gather information from a variety of 
academic resources which give insight to the history, etymology, semantics, and usage 
of lexical items in the semantic field of ‘Money’. Although little more than a pen-sketch 
outline can be provided here, the resources currently available would allow any of these 
points to be pursued to much greater depth. Future resources should allow us to take 
another step in tracing the development of the semantic field and its related concepts 
and lexis, and the future of such lexical research should open up yet further in response 
to such tools and data. 
 
 

6. Future Directions 
 
Current research on lexis has a strong interest in investigating the manner in which 
context affects the usage and understanding of words. Semantic research is likely to 
continue on this track for the near future, using statistically-informed methods to map 
networks of association between lexical items. Such work rests on the Firthian belief 
that word meanings are in large part a product of the circumstances in which they are 
used. This is closely related to the idea of semantic prosody, which seeks word 
connotations through patterns of lexical associations. Techniques such as cluster 
analysis and network analysis are at the forefront of this type of research, and have 
pushed forward not only the knowledge of word association patterns but methods by 
which these patterns may be visualised in ways more readily interpretable to human 
eyes than tables of figures. An example of new work on this is given above with 
reference to the Linguistic DNA project. 
 
Many other projects exist working on lexis, though – in fact, very few current digital 
humanities projects in English do not use lexis as a key component – and the rest of 
this volume repeatedly illustrates this (XREFS HERE). Working towards the future, a 
clear issue which arises when looking at these projects is that the ever-present 
problems of polysemy, homonymy, and precision mean it is very difficult to link such 
resources together. One word in context cannot easily be tied to a meaning or other 
data about that word: a search for the word-form bow in the Historical Thesaurus of 
English, for example, returns 72 possible meanings, and so KWIC results for bow in a 
corpus cannot be linked to further information such as etymology (depending on the 



	

	

sense, it could be from Old English or Old Norse), pronunciation (again, could be bəʊ or 
baʊ), semantic field, and so on. This requires significant manual work to resolve. The 
Historical Thesaurus and the OED, for example, are very closely linked, and this 
linkage allows the connection of word senses in corpora tagged using a tagger such as 
the Historical Thesaurus Semantic Tagger, but this is a rare instance of feasible 
interconnections between resources. There is also, as yet, no unique identifier for a 
word sense: the Thesaurus uses OED sense ID fields to link its data, and OED senses 
are potentially the best resource for precisely identifying a word sense within an 
etymological, phonetic, and semantic context – but these are not easily found or re-
used. This, it should be said, is no criticism of the OED, but rather an indication of the 
gaps in the field of lexis more generally when it comes to taking what we already know 
and connecting it with more and more resources to gather greater and deeper insights, 
in the best traditions of the digital humanities. 
 
 

7. Further Reading 
 

● Taylor, John (ed.). 2015. The Oxford Handbook of the Word. Oxford: Oxford 
University Press. 

This book gives dozens of perspectives on words, many supported with digital 
resources, and can inspire much thought for research and further study. Topics range 
from which words do you need, do words exist, and how many words are there to words as 
carriers of cultural meaning, word puzzles, the word as a universal category, and how 
infants find words. 

● Kay, Christian, & Kathryn Allan. 2015. English Historical Semantics. 
Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press. 

This textbook is an outstanding summary of the study of meaning in English, written 
by leading practitioners. Chapters 4 and 6 give excellent information on how to carry 
out studies in historical meaning and evolution using digital methods, particularly the 
OED and Historical Thesaurus.  

● Allan, Kathryn, & Justyna Robinson (eds.). 2011. Current Methods in Historical 
Semantics. Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter. 

The chapters in this book focus on data-driven investigations into meaning and lexis, 
including commentaries on data and sources, corpus-based methods, and theoretical 
approaches. 

● Bird, Steven, Ewan Klein, & Edward Loper. 2009. Natural Language Processing 
with Python – Analyzing Text with the Natural Language Toolkit. Sebastopol, 
CA: O’Reilly. Revised edition available as open access from 
http://www.nltk.org/book/  

Still the best way to get started with using a programming language – in this case, the 
free and widely-used Python language and the also-free NLTK package – to work on 
lexis and texts. Also excellent on managing data, computational methods, writing 
programs, and fundamental language processing techniques. 
 



	

	

 

8. Related Topics 
● Spoken corpora  
● Written corpora 
● Metadata and context 
● Metaphor  
● Corpus Linguistics 
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